Introduction
The problem of positivity preserving interpolation is of practical interest. Physical quantities like concentration when represented visually should not admit negative values since negative values are physically meaningless. A number of works have been done for the univariate case but not much has been done for the more general problem. range restricted interpolation for both the univariate and bivariate cases. As we are concerned with the constrained bivariate interpolation to data on a rectangular grid, we mention some of the work done in this respect. Mulansky and Schmidt [5] present a non-negative interpolation to gridded data by C· biquadratic splines on a refined rectangular grid. They derive sufficient non-negativity conditions on the first partial derivatives and mixed second partial derivatives by using the corre$ponding results for the univariate quadratic splines with additional knots [4] and the tensor product structure for the spline space. There exist an infinite number of interpolants meeting the constraints. The selection of the interpolant is based on a fit-and-modify approach or the minimization of a suitable objective functional.
Brodlie, Butt & Mashwama [1] construct C· bicubic splines on rectangular grids addressing the problem of generating interpolants subject to linear constraints as lower and upper bounds. The results of Schmidt and HeB [6] for the univariate case are used to derive sufficient non-negativity conditions on the first partial derivatives and second mixed partial derivatives. These derivatives are estimated and the estimated values are projected onto the valid intervals defined by the sufficient non-negativity conditions. This interpolation method is local.
In [7] a local C· scheme for interpolating data on a rectangular grid subject to lower and upper constant bounds has been· constructed. The interpolant is piecewise an average of two blending surfaces, each being obtained by blending between two boundary curves of the patch by using univariate rational cubics. The weights of the rational cubics are chosen to ensure that the blending surfaces lie within the given bounds.
In this paper the construction of range restricted bivariate C 1 interpolants to data on a rectangular grid is considered. We derive in Section 2 sufficient conditions on the Bezier ordinates to ensure non-negativity for a bicubic Bezier patch by using the univariate result on nonnegativity in [3] and some simple observations. A local scheme applying these sufficient non-negativity conditions for C· non-negativity preserving interpolation is constructed in Section 3. The interpolating surface is obtained piecewise as the convex combination of two bicubic Be"zier patches, each with the same set of boundary Bezier ordinates. In Section 4, we extend the results to range restricted interpolation which considers as lower and upper constraints polynomial surfaces of the fonn C(x,Y)=Ll~I,J=oaj.jxlyj, where the aij are real numbers, as well as C· spline surfaces consisiting of polynomial pieces of the form z = C(x, y) on the rectangular grid. by el' ez, e3 and e4 respectively (see Figure 1) . A curve on P along a line segment parallel to el is given by
where s is a constant between 0 and 1. 
Proof In view of (2.6), in order that the four boundary For case (i), we consider a curve along a line segment. parallel to el which is given by (2.3). We will derive conditions for the CUIVe in (2.3) to be non-negative. Let
(2.9)
. By Theorem 1, in order for 
we consider again a curve along a line segment parallel to el which is given by (2.9). Then we know A(s)ẽ
When case (ii) occurs with b 3 • 0 = Yl, the same argument above is repeated by considering a curve along a Hne segment parallel to e3 and we will also obtain (2.10).
Suppose now the boundary B6zier ordinates have already been detennined by using the derivatives defined at the vertices and their values have been ensured to be not less than the lower bound -e/ 3a as stated in To construct the interpolating sUrface S, first we define
The partial derivatives Sx and Sy at each grid node are estimated by using the three points difference approximation. The twist at each grid node is estimated by using Adini's twist [2] . Though the resulting surface is dependent upon the derivative estimation method. we shall focus on the generation of the non-negative surface patches. On each rectangle in the domain, S will be constructed as a convex combination of two bicubic ·B6zier patches, These two bicubic B6zier patches, denoted as PI and P z , will have the same set of boundary Bezier ordinates but they may have different inner B6zier ordinates. Denote the edges of the rectangle under consideration as elt e2' e3 and e4 (see Figure 1 ). These patches are constructed such that PI is C l with its adjacent patches along the connnon boundaries e3 and e4 while P z is C I with its adjacent patches along the common boundaries el and ez . Let the bicubic Bezier rectangular patches Ph k = I, 2 be given as
It suffices just to consider the patch PI since PI and P2 are constructed in the same manner. The B6zier ordinates ------·----------S(V,;+!:ti+i);-SeVp,;j:;i)}"llllucnrs·llescnbed--by"(2.7). This is achieved by modifying the partial derivatives at the vertices if necessary. The derivatives Sx and Sy at a vertex are modified by scaling each of them with a positive factor a < 1. The scaling facto!." a is obtained by taking into account all the rectangular patches sharing that vertex. 
Consider two adjacent bicubic patches QI and PI with'.
Bezier ordinates a/,j and bl,i respectively (see Figure 3) . For the boundary node U which belongs to one or two rectangles of the rectangular grid, au is defined in a way similar to that for a nod« shared by four rectangles. The only difference is that we consider only one or two rectangles instead of four.
If at any node 0, fI.o < 1, then the x and y partial derivatives at 0 are redefined as fI.o _times .the corresponding initial valu~s and the Bezier ordinates adj acent to 0 in each rectangle are redetennined by using the modified derivatives SiO) and Sy(O) . The boundary Bezier ordinates of all the Bezier patches are determined by repeating the above process at all the nodes V iJ .
Now to define the inner Bezier ordinate b~, for Ph k = 1,2 where We { (1, I), (1, 2) , (2, 1), (2, 2) ), initial values for b~are determined by the mixed second order partial derivatives for P k • For example, btl is given by
and the expressions for bf,I' bt2 and bf.2 are similar.
These initial values for the inner Bezier ordinates are the same for both patches PI and P 2 • However the resulting Bezier patch with these inner Bezier ordinates may not ensure non-negativity. We modify the inner Bezier ordinates if necessary' in order to ensure the surface patch P k is non-negative and is C I across two of the boundaries of the rectangle. It suffices to describe the detennination of the inner Bezier ordinates for PL'
where ht. Using the same argument, we examine ab and bf,2' and modify if necessary.
Along the boundary VO,q V O ,q+1> inner Bezier ordinates adjacent to it are determined by ensuring that they satisfy (2.11), We determine inner Bezier ordinates adjacent to boundary Vm,q Vm,q+l in same manner.
The inner Bezier ordinates for the patch P z on each rectangle are determined in a similar way, so that P z is non-negative and C 1 with its adj~cent patch across the common boundaries el and ez. The interpolating surface patch P on ·the rectangle is defined as a convex combination, that is P = C1P I + C Z P 2 where
Cl and Cz ensure that P = PI and dP'~~dP 1 '~on e3 and e4, P = P z and dP'~= dP 2 '~on el and ez. Hence P interpolates all the given data at the vertices of the rectangle and is C I across all its boundaries, The interpolating surface S is the composite surface defined as SiR = P R , where R is a rectangle in the domain and PR is the patch constructed as described above on the rectangle R. Thus S is a non-negativity preserving C I surface interpolating the given data.
Generation of range restricted interpolating surface
We would like to extend our scheme for a larger set of they are modified if necessary so that the sufficient nonnegativity conditions are fulfilled and the construction of G proceeds as in Section 3. As the non-negativity preserving interpolating surface G is piecewise a convex combination of bicubic Bezier patches, thus so is S.
The arguments above have also been extended to admit constraint which is a C 1 piecewise polynomial surface consisting of polynomial pieces of the form in (4.1) on the rectangular grid.
Numerical examples
We shall illustrate the range restricted interpolation scheme with two numerical examples. The linear interpolant to the test data of the first example is shown in Figure 4 . The given data lie between the constraint planes z = 6.51 and z = -0.01. The unconstrained interpolating surface which is piecewise a convex 'combination of two bicubic Bezier rectangular patches is shown in Figure 5 . It oscillates and crosses the upper and lower bounding planes. The range restricted interpolating surface in Figure 6 does not oscillate unnecessarily and it lies within the upper and lower bounding planes.
The data of the second example samp~ed from the surface z = cos xy lie above the C Figure 7 shows the linear interpolant. The unconstrained interpolating surface has crossed the constraint surface as shown in Figure 8 while the constrained interpolating surface in Figure 9 stays above the constraint surface as required. 
